5.0

NEW BUSINESS

6.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

Tuesday, December 12th, 2017 (in Council Chambers)

9.0

ADJOURNMENT

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of July 25th, 2017
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the minutes of the July 25, 2017 New Westminster Design Panel meeting be
approved.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.

3.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION
There were no items.

4.0

DESIGN REVIEWS

Procedural Note: Meredith Mitchell recused herself due to a conflict of interest.
4.1

1050 Boyd Street – Toyota Dealership (Revised Submission)
DPQ00125
Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated September 26,
2017, noting that the Panel was reviewing the revised submission for a
Development Permit Application to construct a new Toyota car dealership
building at 1050 Boyd Street.
David Too, Abbarch Architecture, provided a presentation summarizing the
architectural design changes provided in response to the Design Panel’s previous
comments, which included the addition of more fenestration and glazing, and a
change of materials to white Alucobond® in order to give all elevations more of a
principal façade look, to break up the massing, to improve the pedestrian scale and
to eliminate the verticality.
Mary Chan-Yip, PMG Landscape Architects, gave an overview of the landscaping
changes to the project, which included the addition of an outdoor amenity area for
the public and staff members at the corner intersection, including a new walking
trail, seating opportunities and a rain garden, possibly with the inclusion of
informative signage about rain gardens.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Too and Ms. Chan-Yip provided the
following information:
• There will be no fencing around the site;
• No additional screening for the roof top is planned as this would increase
the massing of the building;
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• The bus stop is situated further down on the highway on-ramp and it is not
possible to move it; and,
• There may be an opportunity for a bus shelter at the stop if the location is
suitable for the visibility of potential ads.
Mr. Hurst noted that a review had been conducted of what would be visible on the
roof from the overpass and City staff did not press the Applicant on this matter.
Discussion ensued, and the Panel noted the following comments:
• Appreciation was expressed for exploring the Panel’s comments with
regards to the roof;
• The changes overall are positive and the site will likely have an open
feeling with the landscaping and movements of cars and grasses;
• Appreciation was expressed for the design of the amenity space and the
choice of trees and landscaping materials;
• The amenity space could be an opportunity for some kind of noise element,
which could include an education component along with signage; and,
• The use of Alucobond® and the addition of windows were acknowledged,
however it was noted that the northeast frontage still may not have the same
level of articulation as the rest of the building.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Design Panel support the application as presented.
DEFEATED.
David Roppell and Maria Fish voted in opposition of the motion.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Design Panel support the application with consideration of the
comments to further articulate the NE corner elevation.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.

4.2

408, 410, and 412 E. Columbia Street
REZ00137
DPS00047
Mike Watson, Planner, summarized the report dated September 26, 2017,
regarding a Rezoning and Development Permit Application to allow a six-storey,
mixed use development project with 60 secured market rental housing units, retail
space at grade and office space on the second storey, at 408-412 East Columbia
Street, with total FSR of 4.54.
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Mr. Watson reviewed the background of the project and the questions that the
Design Panel were asked to address, and highlighted the following:
• This development supports the City’s IDEA Centre initiative; and,
• It is recognized that this applicant submitted their proposal before the
implementation of the OCP, and its associated design guidelines, and they
have been asked to address the design guidelines as much as possible.
John Saliken and Tina Matthiesen, SUVA Architecture, provided a presentation
summarizing details of the development, as outlined in Appendix A in the agenda
package, covering the project context and details, elevation drawings, floor plans,
cross-sections, landscaping details, shadow studies and parking plans, noting the
following:
• The development adheres to the required number of parking spaces with the
provision of 47 stalls for residential, 13 for retail and 34 for commercial;
• The parking strategy includes accessible stalls; car share stalls, 74 bike
stalls, and end-of-trip facilities;
• The elevation drawings demonstrate the high-end materials which will
wrap around the building and continue at the back of the building;
• This building is the first of the “Great Street” intended for East Columbia in
the Master Transportation Plan and OCP; and,
• The residential balconies have been designed with a mixture of opaque and
clear glass in order to find a balance in providing privacy from the street up
and clarity from within the building.
Denitsa Dimitrova, PMG Landscape Architects reviewed the landscape
architecture for the development, including the rooftop amenity and the design for
the rear lane.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Saliken, Ms. Matthiesen and Ms.
Dimitrova provided the following information:
• The bedroom windows are not located on exterior walls because the
premise is to keep to a certain scale and size in order to achieve affordable
market rental – the units proposed allow for one bedroom with lots of light;
• There are 12 adaptable units proposed in the plans – these include the threebedroom units, the two-bedroom units and eight one-bedroom units;
• The canopy will likely be cantilevered steel with a roof membrane;
• It is not possible to extend the 1 metre canopy over the retail because of the
property line, unless an easement with the Engineering Department can be
negotiated;
• The office and residential spaces would share the elevator, which would
have controlled access through the use of fobs;
• There will be a design-built irrigation system on the top of the building;
• Any areas used for trees will be mounded in order to allow for adequate soil
volumes;
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• The retaining wall will likely be made from Allan Block or similar;
• No acoustical studies have been conducted yet in terms of the mechanical
equipment on the roof;
• The depth of the front balcony will be 42” plus the depth of the structure;
• The front of the balconies will be glass;
• The shading models portray the mechanical box and the stairs and roof
overruns;
• The residential parking stalls would go to half-way on P3, and there would
be a gate on P3, in order to include some secured stalls for office workers;
• The parking gate would be open during retail business hours and afterhours access would be via secure fob entry;
• The interior visitor stalls would be accessed via an intercom phone system
after-hours and the visitor stalls on the lane would always be available;
• The Modo parking would be located on the lane and available 24/7 to both
building occupants and to the community;
• Building height has been limited in consideration of the transition to single
detached dwellings to the east.
• There have been updates to the drawings in terms of the materials –
generally what is white is stucco and what is brown is wood panel; and,
• The side elevations were not included in this package.
Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each
of the questions asked in the September 26, 2017 staff report:
Question 1: Staff would like to obtain preliminary feedback from the NWDP in
regards improving the relationship of the proposed building to East Columbia
Street while at the same time ensuring a suitable setback for the upper levels of the
building (above the second floor office level)
• The setbacks are appropriate; and,
• The relationship to the streetfront is well planned, however a wider canopy
extension for weather protection and to encourage use would be beneficial.
Question 2: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to the overall scale,
massing, and proposed materials of this proposal and how the development can
best fit with the size of the property and the surrounding neighbourhood context.
• From the rear lane, the massing may be overbearing for the single family
houses behind the development;
• It is recognized that the scale and massing is big in comparison to the rest
of the block in its current context;
• The ground level commercial will add to the street and fits with the current
context;
• It would be worthwhile to look at the edges of the materials to ensure
maintenance of quality; and,
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• In terms of materials, it may be worthwhile to look to the Brewery District
for inspiration, as it has set the bar in the area with use of brick, metal
panels and articulated concrete.
Question 3: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to how the ground-level
commercial and second level office are defined so that they stand out from the
upper levels of the proposed building.
• The use of different materials or methods may help the office level stand
out from the residential space above.
Question 4: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to proposed vertical and
horizontal design elements and how these contribute to the overall design of the
building. Staff also seeks input in regards to how the residential and office entry is
defined from the rest of the building/commercial retail units at grade.
• Appreciation was expressed for the use of the vertical black fin and the
wood grain boxes; and,
• Varying the height of the ground floor and reflecting that at the top of the
building may help to minimize the squareness of the mass and the sheer
horizontality at the top of the building.
Question 5: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to the design of the rear
elevation of the building
• The rear elevation wall will be very blank and dark from the residential
point of view, and may benefit from more articulation or softening with the
use of vegetation; and,
• 3D views of the rear elevation would be helpful for visualization of how it
would appear to the rear neighbours.
Question 6: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to the proposed rear
setback of the building (at lower and upper levels)
• The rear of the building should be set back as far as possible from the
residential area.
Question 7: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to how the design of the
building addresses privacy concerns (given that the building will be facing rear
yards), and potential sun and shape impacts of the six storey form.
• Privacy concerns have been addressed appropriately at the front elevation
with opaque glass;
• The balconies overlooking the single-family residential properties are of
concern, however, this is more of a policy issue; and,
• Clearer drawings are requested indicating the shadowing of the roof
elements, and how these impact the light in the back yards of the rear
neighbours.
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Question 8: Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to how this proposal
addresses the streetscape along East Columbia Street (Great Street) in regards to
providing a vibrant, animated, and pedestrian-oriented streetscape.
• The proposed development will be an improvement to the street; and,
• The developer is encouraged to look at the design of the one metre canopy
to ensure it provides sufficient cover over the sidewalk.
Further general comments were noted by the Design Panel:
• Appreciation was expressed for the general design of the building;
• The building may benefit from an interior amenity space;
• Separate elevators would provide increased security for the three building
uses;
• Further clarity is requested on how the one bedroom units are considered
accessible;
• The tree that is shown at the top of the building on the elevation drawing is
not accurate, although a tree overhang may be a nice addition to the
building;
• While a pleasant addition, the plants that are shown on the balconies of the
rental units (on the elevation drawing) will not necessarily be present;
however they do illustrate that plants could add a greening and softening
effect to the front of the building;
• The proposed rooftop garden will be an excellent amenity, however the
following comments were made:
o The dog relief is an interesting addition, not typically seen on a roof;
o Adequate drainage will be required to ensure dog waste drains
directly into the building’s sewage line;
o A tool shed on the roof would be a welcome addition;
o Ensure that mounding soil is shown in the drawings;
o The walls may be used for leaning against and a different material
which creates a softer edge would work well;
o If a track is to be included, consider including subtle markers for
users to keep count of laps;
• The blue oat grass proposed for the ground floor planting is not very
durable – lavender could be a good replacement;
• The end-of-trip facilities will be useful, however it would be worth
exploring how they could be more inviting, as they seem dark in their
present location;
• Further clarity is requested on the stairs at the rear of the building, which
lead up from the parking garage – if the intention is that they are open air
they could be at risk for garbage accumulation and graffiti; and,
• Although there are many elements to include in this building, it would be
interesting to see some breaking up of the visual mass.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Applicant resubmit with consideration of the Design Panel’s comments.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
Procedural Notes:
David Roppel recused himself due to a conflict of interest and left at 4:30 p.m.
Meredith Mitchell returned to the meeting at 4:30 p.m.

4.3

41 and 175 Duncan Street: Official Community Plan Amendment and
Rezoning to allow a 170 Unit Townhouse Development
OCP00020
REZ00136
DPQ00140
Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated September 26,
2017, regarding an Official Community Plan Amendment and Rezoning to allow a
170 unit townhouse development at 41 and 175 Duncan Street.
Mr. Hurst reviewed the questions that the Design Panel were asked to address, as
well as the proposed OCP and zoning amendments, explaining that one part of the
site, which is currently designated as industrial, would be re-designated to
residential, and another portion of the site would be re-designated for daycare use.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst provided the following
information:
• The design for the daycare centre does not form part of this submission and
will come forward at a future date.
Paul Fenske, Ekistics Architecture Inc. (on behalf of Anthem Properties) provided
a presentation summarizing details of the development, as outlined in Appendix A
in the agenda package, covering the site and architecture concepts, the proposed
Queensborough OCP land use and zoning designation, illustrative concept plans,
architectural precedent images and renderings of the proposed development.
Mary Chan-Yip, PMG Landscape Architects, outlined the landscape design,
covering the site plan, pedestrian walkways, common areas, plant schedule, and
the buffering green spaces along the site’s edges.
Jim Hurst also discussed the railway activity in the area, stating that one train a
week uses the railway line adjacent to the proposed development.
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In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Fenske provided the following
information:
• A retaining wall at the edge of the train tracks on Duncan Street has been
proposed, along with a pedestrian barrier;
• If trees are to be planted between the train tracks and the walkway on
Duncan Street, their location would be determined by the City;
• On Furness St., the lawns would slope up towards the houses from the
walkway, necessitating small retaining walls;
• The width of the planting bed between the industrial area and “The Yard”
walkway is planned to be 3 metres;
• The eight-unit strip on Furness St. has no street trees proposed because the
landscape strips between the driveways will not be sufficiently wide for
planting;
• For buildings 26-29, the side would be comprised of fibre cement board
with very limited openings in order to emphasize the use of public and
common areas;
• The outdoor space in the majority of the units would be adjacent to the
front door and the depth is planned as 13 feet;
• The walkways going through the main spine of the property would be 1.5
metres wide;
• The sidewalks are all planned at 1.5 metres wide in the development;
• The public walkways (Spur line, Western Walk, Riverfront walk) are
planned at 3 metres wide;
• On the Northwest corner of the property, the riverfront townhomes have a
private walkway to allow for visitors to approach the front door;
• The porches of the buildings on Duncan St. would lead to the front door
and entrance;
• Garbage access to the units would be via the loop road, and picked up by
the City’s Engineering Services department at each unit individually;
• There are 32 onsite visitor parking spaces distributed throughout the site;
• Post boxes are indicated by the dark red areas on the Circulation plan;
• The acoustical sound fence listed in the drawings at the Western edge is
planned as a 2 metre concrete style fence;
• Only conceptual and general indoor-outdoor relationship plans have been
provided to the Design Panel because floor plans for this development are
not yet finalized;
• The end units of the mews townhomes will have secondary entrances into
the garage off the porch;
• The material for the lookouts located by the dyke will be plank pavers,
which are made from concrete, but are symbolic of wood decking and are
sturdy enough for dyke maintenance vehicles and cyclists;
• The intent of the pavers at the central commons is that they will extend out
into water;
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• Ceanothus Sanguineus is a native species which grows to 3-5 ft. and would
be planted at the shoreline; and,
• The strata council would be responsible for organizing the snow clearing
for the development.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst provided the following
information:
• There is a covenant registered whereby if the train crossing needs to be
signalized, it will be at the expense of the applicant;
• An analysis of the view for the train engineer will need to be conducted,
however if the train engineer believes that they need to whistle, they will;
and,
• The majority of the whistles heard from this development will be from the
Ewen Ave crossing.
Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each
of the questions asked in the September 26, 2017 staff report:
Question 1: The project has 170 units. Is there enough variation in the
architectural presentation to ensure that the project is not monotonous?
• There is sufficient variation of architecture, and it is in keeping with the
architectural language of Queensborough;
• The architecture is attractive and has a simplicity of design, with nice
variation and colours;
• On the Furness Street side, the second storey windows appear
“monumental” and there will be a need to ensure that they mesh with the
houses across the street; and,
• The ridgeline of the houses is continuous all the way across, but could be
articulated further.
Question 2: In a number of instances the proposed buildings do not achieve the
separations identified in the RT-3 zone. Are the separations proposed sufficient to
satisfy the intent of the bylaw?
• The separations were not very clear in the drawings, but became clearer
after discussion, and are acceptable;
• The porches work well and will be a good addition to keep “eyes on the
street”;
• Site lines appear to be clear for CPTED purposes; and,
• Further information is requested to allow the Panel to comment on the
setbacks and understand the entry to the buildings, including how the front
entrances meet the end units within the mews.
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Question 3: The west end of the site is adjacent to an active industrial area. Are
the setback, materials, orientation of the buildings and landscaping of the site
sufficient to provide a meaningful buffer to the units adjacent to the industrial
site?
• The attenuation fence will be a necessity for the area adjacent to the
industrial area, and further details are desired on the wall and the edge
treatment adjacent to the industrial site;
• It was suggested to perhaps increase the 10 foot buffer to a wider area;
• It would be useful to see details and building plans along the buffer area to
gain a better understanding of the orientation of the bedrooms facing the
area;
• It would be worthwhile to examine the spacing of the trees by the buffer so
that the species are alternated from the planting across the street; and,
• An increase in the buffer planting is suggested as it may not appear as wide
in the winter time.
Question 4: Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area
Guidelines?
• In general, the proposed development conforms with the Development
Permit Area Guidelines;
• The guidelines specify no vinyl siding on buildings, and this type of siding
is listed as a material in the plans for the development; and,
• Brick, wood and stone are recited as suggested materials in the guidelines,
however these do not appear in the plans for the development.
Further general comments were noted by the Design Panel:
• It is positive to see the continued expansion of Queensborough with this
project;
• Appreciation was expressed for the amount of trees planned for the site,
however care should be taken to ensure there will be sufficient space for
planting the trees down the mews, and soil volumes will be adequate for the
amount of planting;
• Appreciation was expressed for the quantity and design of the common
spaces and river outlooks;
• The internal pathway at the Northwest corner of the development could be
reconsidered so that the front doors open to the public path;
• With the postal boxes situated in a public area, they may be subject to
vandalism and it would be worth checking with Canada Post about their
preferred location;
• Trees along the train track walkway would be an excellent addition,
however a hedge may be more practical from the train operator’s point of
view;
• More details are desired on the historical context features that are
mentioned in the plans for the commons;
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• At the Duncan St. entrance, it appears that there are inconsistencies
between the plans and the landscape drawings with reference to the stairs;
• The drawings were difficult to read due to the resolution; and,
• The landscape plans were not coordinated with architectural plans, in
particular with reference to the placement of doors.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the New Westminster Design Panel support the application and recommend
the Applicant address the comments noted by the Panel for the next submission.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
5.0

NEW BUSINESS
There were no items.

6.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There were no items.

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE
There were no items.

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

The next meeting of the New Westminster Design Panel will take place on
Tuesday October 24, 2017, in Council Chambers.

9.0

ADJOURNMENT
ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 6:04 p.m.

Certified Correct,

_________________________
Chris Block
Chair

__________________________
Heather Corbett
Committee Clerk
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster Design
Panel

Date:

November 28, 2017

From:

Jim Hurst,
Development Planner

File:

OCP00020

Subject:

41 and 175 Duncan Street: Official Community Plan Amendment and Rezoning
to allow 170 unit townhouse development.

THAT this report be received for information.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide information to the New Westminster Design Panel for
their consideration of this application at 41 and 175 Duncan Street and seek a resolution of
support for the project design.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
1.1 Queensborough Community Plan Land Use Designation:
The majority of the site is designated (RM) Residential – Medium Density in the
Queensborough Community Plan. The Plan describes this designation as:
(RM) Residential – Medium Density – this area will include medium density multifamily residential uses such as rowhouses, townhouses, and low-rises. Depending on the
provision of public amenities, a density bonus may be provided in order to reach the
upper limits of density in this area.
A 23,961square foot (2,226 square metres) section of the site is designated as (ME) Mixed
Employment in the Queensborough Community Plan. The Plan describes this designation as:
(ME) Mixed Employment – this area will include light industrial, office, high tech and
business park uses. The residential uses permitted must be ancillary to the business on
these properties (i.e. caretaker units).
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1.2 Queensborough Community Plan Development Permit Area Designations:
The portion of the site that is designated as (RM) Residential – Medium Density is designated
as part of Residential Development Permit Area #3 East Queensborough. The
Queensborough Community Plan defines this designation as:
The East Queensborough multi-family areas, identified as Development Permit Area #3
are designated in order to create a transition between industrial uses and adjacent
residential neighbourhoods. This area will contain medium density, multi-family
residential uses. This Development Permit Area encourages best practices for promoting
water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas Emissions. It also establishes
guidelines for the form and character of multi-family residential development.
The portion of the site that is designated as (ME) Mixed Employment is designated as part of
Industrial and Mixed Employment Development Permit Area # 2 Queensborough Light
Industrial and Mixed Employment. The Queensborough Community Plan defines this
designation as:
The Queensborough Light Industrial and Mixed Employment industrial areas, identified
as Development Permit Area #2 are designated in order to provide areas of light and
“ultralight” industrial and commercial land use as a transition between heavier industrial
areas and residential areas. Mixed Employment areas will include light industrial, office
and other related employment uses. The only residential development permitted is that
which is ancillary to businesses (i.e. caretaker suites) on these properties. Retail is not
permitted unless it is ancillary to another permitted use. Light Industrial areas will
include light industrial uses. This Development Permit Area encourages best practices for
promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It also
establishes guidelines for the form and character of industrial and commercial
development.
The site is also designated as part of Natural Hazard Development Permit Area #1 – Flood
Hazard. No change is proposed to this designation.
1.3 Zoning Bylaw:
The site is currently zoned Heavy Industrial Districts (M – 2), Comprehensive Development
Districts (Duncan Street Townhouse) (CD – 42) and Comprehensive Development Districts
(Duncan Street Apartment) (CD – 43). The portion of the site zoned industrial could have a
significant industrial use. The portion of the site currently zoned residential would allow a
project with 48 townhouses and 425 apartment units. The project proposed in this application
would not comply with the current zoning as a large area zoned for apartment units is now
proposed for townhouse units.
2. BACKGROUND
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2.1 Site Context
To the north of the site are the Fraser River and a small piece of property owned by Port Metro
Vancouver. To the east is the first phase of the Port Royal development, with an established
compact lot neighbourhood.
Immediately to the south of the site is a rail line that has a very low rate of use. Beyond the rail
line, across Duncan Street, is a low intensity light industrial area that will transition into a ground
oriented residential area with some commercial services.
To the west is a site owned by Port Metro Vancouver that is zoned Heavy Industrial Districts
(M-2) and used for industrial purposes. A majority of the Port site is occupied by large floorplate
buildings with manufacturing and transportation uses in the buildings. The area of the Port site
adjacent to the subject site was most recently used as an open transshipment area. The area is
currently vacant.
2.2 Project Description:
The applicant proposes to construct 170 townhouse units. The unit breakdown for the project is
shown in the following chart:
Type of Unit

Number

Unit Size

Parking

2 Bedroom

54

2 spaces - tandem

3 Bedroom

12

3 Bedroom

12

4 Bedroom

92

1,248 square feet
(115.9 square metres)
1269 square feet
(117.9 square metres)
1,485 square feet
(137.97 square metres)
1,588 square feet
(147.5 square metres) to
1,894 square feet
(175.96 square metres)

2 spaces - tandem
2 spaces – side by side
2 spaces – side by side

As part of this proposal, the applicant proposes to dedicate to the City of New Westminster a
5,575 square foot (517.9 square metre) site at the intersection of the entrance driveway to the
project and Furness Street for use as a child care. The applicant would construct the shell of a
two storey 2,600 square foot building on the child care site. The child care site is adjacent to the
perimeter trail and the North Arm of the Fraser River.
As part of this application, the site would be remediated and the perimeter dyke would be
upgraded and in one area relocated. The City’s perimeter walkway would be extended and
dedicated to the City. The foreshore area will see a demolition of existing structures and
rehabilitation of the shoreline.
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2.3 Project Statistics:
The project statistics are shown in the following table:
Site Area:
Proposed Zoning:
Floor Space Ratio:
Site coverage:
Height:
Front Yard: Furness Street
Rear Yard: West
Side Yard: Duncan Street
Side Yard: Fraser River –
Dyke Reserve

344,511 square feet (32,017.8 square metres)
7.91 acres (3.2 hectares)
Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3)
0.77
33.0 %
34.5 feet (10.5 meters)
11.5 feet (3.5 metres)
26.9 – 50.0 feet (8.2 – 15.24 metres)
27.9 feet (8.5 metres)
24.5 feet (7.5 metres)

2.4 Previous Applications on This Site
In 2013, Council approved a rezoning application for the site which allowed 48 townhouse units
with a maximum floor space ratio of 0.90 and 425 apartment units with a maximum floor space
ratio of 1.50, while retaining a 23,961 square foot (2,226 square metre) portion of the site under
Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2) zoning.
A portion of the site was retained in the Heavy Industrial zoning for two purposes. The first
purpose was to allow for a future business opportunity which would replace the 25 full time jobs
that were on the site at the time of the rezoning and to provide a partial separation from the Port
Metro property to the west. One of the reasons for consideration of the 2013 application was that
the first phase of the Port Royal development, across Furness Street, had been constructed
without a buffer to the west as the community plan anticipated a change in land use on the
subject site to residential, so no buffer was required at the time of development.
The development at 41 and 175 Duncan Street would be constructed knowing that the land use to
the west would stay industrial and therefore provide its own buffer to the industrial use.
2.5 Variances Proposed in This Application
The applicant proposes to vary the Zoning Bylaw to allow tandem parking and to allow
reduction in some of the separations between buildings on the same site.
The City’s Zoning Bylaw does not allow tandem parking, as it requires direct access to a parking
space from the maneuvering aisle. The project requires 250 parking spaces for residents and 32
parking spaces for visitors. The project provides 32 parking spaces for visitors. The project
provides 274 parking spaces for residents that satisfy the Zoning Bylaw and 66 tandem spaces
that do not satisfy the requirements of the Zoning Bylaw. The project will require a variance to
provide the tandem parking spaces.
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The project has 35 townhouse buildings and a daycare building. The Zoning bylaw looks at
building separations in three ways which are classified by types of walls:
•
•
•

Side wall to side wall separations separate building masses and increase with the
number of units in the buildings. The function of this requirement is to separate
building masses and in some cases to provide access through or into the site.
Garage Wall to garage wall or garage wall to side wall is to provide vehicular and
pedestrian access and privacy between units.
Front Wall to front wall is to provide private or public open space and privacy
between units.

A garage wall that faces a front wall is a condition that does not occur frequently and needs to be
evaluated on a case by case basis.
The Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3) and the Queensborough Townhouse Districts
(RT – 3A) zones set the standard for townhouse developments in the Queensborough
neighbourhood. The zones anticipate a site elevation that is below the floodplain elevation. The
Natural Hazard – Flood Hazard Development Permit Area limits the area and use of floor space
that is constructed at grade, below the flood plain elevation. The ground level of the townhouse
would be allowed to have a maximum of 452 square feet (42 square metres) for parking and
118.4 square feet (11 square metres) for an entry area. No variances are permitted. All of the
living area would be on the two levels above the garage and entry. As the living space is a level
above grade, large decks become an important feature of these units.
The separations between buildings on the same site in the RT-3 and RT-3A zones were
developed anticipating the large decks in the private yards of the units. The bylaw requires a
separation of 50 % of the combined height of the buildings and then modifies this slightly to add
to the separation requirements as the buildings get longer.
Many of the townhouses proposed in this application have a different form as the site will have a
finished elevation at or close to the flood plain elevation and residential floor space will be
allowed at grade, and there are no restrictions on the size of the garage or entry area. The
proposed design does not feature large balconies at the second level. The site plan proposed has a
number of instances where the separations proposed are significantly less than the bylaw would
require.
The applicant has provided reports on the provision of tandem parking, the separations between
buildings on the same site and to show which units are impacted by the flood plain requirements.
These reports are attached to the design submission.
3.0 SEPTEMBER CONSIDERATION BY THE NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL
The project was considered by the New Westminster Design Panel on September 26, 2017. The
Panel passed the following motion:
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Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each
of the questions asked in the September 26, 2017 staff report:
Question 1: The project has 170 units. Is there enough variation in the
architectural presentation to ensure that the project is not monotonous?
• There is sufficient variation of architecture, and it is in keeping with the
architectural language of Queensborough;
• The architecture is attractive and has a simplicity of design, with nice
variation and colours;
• On the Furness Street side, the second storey windows appear
“monumental” and there will be a need to ensure that they mesh with the
houses across the street; and,
• The ridgeline of the houses is continuous all the way across, but could be
articulated further.
Question 2: In a number of instances the proposed buildings do not achieve the
separations identified in the RT-3 zone. Are the separations proposed sufficient to
satisfy the intent of the bylaw?
• The separations were not very clear in the drawings, but became clearer
after discussion, and are acceptable;
• The porches work well and will be a good addition to keep “eyes on the
street”;
• Site lines appear to be clear for CPTED purposes; and,
• Further information is requested to allow the Panel to comment on the
setbacks and understand the entry to the buildings, including how the front
entrances meet the end units within the mews.
Question 3: The west end of the site is adjacent to an active industrial area. Are
the setback, materials, orientation of the buildings and landscaping of the site
sufficient to provide a meaningful buffer to the units adjacent to the industrial
site?
• The attenuation fence will be a necessity for the area adjacent to the
industrial area, and further details are desired on the wall and the edge
treatment adjacent to the industrial site;
• It was suggested to perhaps increase the 10 foot buffer to a wider area;
• It would be useful to see details and building plans along the buffer area to
gain a better understanding of the orientation of the bedrooms facing the
area;
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• It would be worthwhile to examine the spacing of the trees by the buffer so
that the species are alternated from the planting across the street; and,
• An increase in the buffer planting is suggested as it may not appear as wide
in the winter time.
Question 4: Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area
Guidelines?
• In general, the proposed development conforms with the Development
Permit Area Guidelines;
• The guidelines specify no vinyl siding on buildings, and this type of siding
is listed as a material in the plans for the development; and,
• Brick, wood and stone are recited as suggested materials in the guidelines,
however these do not appear in the plans for the development.
Further general comments were noted by the Design Panel:
• It is positive to see the continued expansion of Queensborough with this
project;
• Appreciation was expressed for the amount of trees planned for the site,
however care should be taken to ensure there will be sufficient space for
planting the trees down the mews, and soil volumes will be adequate for the
amount of planting;
• Appreciation was expressed for the quantity and design of the common
spaces and river outlooks;
• The internal pathway at the Northwest corner of the development could be
reconsidered so that the front doors open to the public path;
• With the postal boxes situated in a public area, they may be subject to
vandalism and it would be worth checking with Canada Post about their
preferred location;
• Trees along the train track walkway would be an excellent addition,
however a hedge may be more practical from the train operator’s point of
view;
• More details are desired on the historical context features that are
mentioned in the plans for the commons;
• At the Duncan St. entrance, it appears that there are inconsistencies
between the plans and the landscape drawings with reference to the stairs;
• The drawings were difficult to read due to the resolution; and,
• The landscape plans were not coordinated with architectural plans, in
particular with reference to the placement of doors.
MOVED and SECONDED
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THAT the New Westminster Design Panel support the application and recommend
the Applicant address the comments noted by the Panel for the next submission.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
The full consideration by the Panel is attached to this report as Appendix #3.
4.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Staff would appreciate comments from the Panel in the following areas:
1. The project has 170 units. Is there enough variation in the architectural presentation to
ensure that the project is not monotonous?
2. In a number of instances the proposed buildings do not achieve the separations identified
in the RT – 3 zone. Are the separations proposed sufficient to satisfy the intent of the
bylaw?
3. The west end of the site is adjacent to an active industrial area. Are the setback, materials,
orientation of the buildings and landscaping of the site sufficient to provide a meaningful
buffer to the units adjacent to the industrial site?
4. Have the comments made by the Panel been addressed?
5. Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area Guidelines?

_____________________
James Hurst
Development Planner
Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.

Location map
Project Plans
September Consideration by the NWDP.
Residential Development Permit Area #3 East Queensborough And Natural Hazard
Development Permit Area #1 Flood Hazard
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Attachment 1
Location Map
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Attachment 2
Project Plans
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DESIGN PANEL
COMMENTS SUMMARY1
QUESTION 1* :
The Project has 170 units. Is there enough variation in the architectural presentation to ensure
that the project is not monotonous?
Panel Comment

Response

1A

“On the Furness St. side, the building appears monumental and there will be
a need to ensure that they mesh with the houses across the street.”

Page 4-5

1B

“Ridgeline of the houses is continuous all the way across, but could be
articulated further.”

Page 6-7

QUESTION 2* :
In a number of instances the proposed buildings do not achieve the separations identified in the
RT-3 zone. Are the separations proposed sufficient to satisfy the intent of the bylaw?
Panel Comment
2A

“Further information is requested to allow the Panel to comment on the
setbacks and understand the entry to the buildings, including how the front
entrances meet the end units within the mews.”

Response
Page 8-15

3D
3E

“It would be worthwhile to examine the spacing of the trees by the buffer so
that the species are alternated from the planting across the street.”
“An increase in the buffer planting is suggested as it may not appear as wide
in the winter time.”

Panel Comment

Response

3A

“It would be useful to see details and building plans along the buffer area to
gain a better understanding of the orientation of the bedrooms facing the
area.”

Page 16-19

3B

“The attenuation fence will be a necessity for the area adjacent to the
industrial area, and further details are desired on the wall and the edge
treatment adjacent to the industrial site.”

Page 20-21

“It was suggested to perhaps increase the 10 foot buffer to a wider area.”

Page 22-23

3C

Page 22-23

QUESTION 4* :
Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area Guidelines?
Panel Comment

Response

4A

“The guidelines specify no vinyl siding on buildings, and this type of siding is
listed as a material in the plans for the development.”

4B

“Brick, wood, and stone are recited as suggested materials in the guidelines...” Page 25

Page 25

GENERAL COMMENTS:
Panel Comment

QUESTION 3*:
The west end of the site is adjacent to an active industrial area. Are the setback, materials,
orientation of the buildings and landscaping of the site sufficient to provide a meaningful buffer
to the units adjacent to the industrial site?

Page 22-23

Response

5A

“Internal pathway at the Northwest corner of the development could be
reconsidered so that the front doors open to the public path.”

5B

“With the postal boxes situated in a public area, they may be subject to
vandalism...”

5C
5D
5E
5F

The private mews pathway
is required for Fire Fighter
access.
Post boxes designed as
per Canada Post “Delivery
Planning Standards Manual”.

“Trees along the train track walkway would be an excellent addition, however
Page 26-27
a hedge would be more practical from a train operator’s point of view.”
“More details are desired on the historical context features that are mentioned
Page 28-29
in the plans for the commons.”
Zoom-ins provided + PDF is
“Drawings difficult to read...”
full resolution.
Building plans were requested.

Page 31-41

1 - Taken from September 26th Meeting Draft Minutes as circulated on October 25th
* - Specific questions asked by Planning for Design Panel comment
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Render #1: Pedestrian View on Furness Street

30

|7

Render #2: View Eastward along East-West Central Greenway
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|9

Render #3: View Northward along typical North-South Mews
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Suite C100 - 4185 Still Creek Drive
Burnaby, British Columbia, V5C 6G9
p 604 294-0011 ; f 604 294-0022

PLANT SCHEDULE
LANDSCAPE
BUFFER

KEY
TREE

QTY

COMMON NAME

PLANTED SIZE / REMARKS

20
3
36

ACER CIRCINATUM
ACER GINNALA
ACER PALMATUM 'OSAKAZUKI'

VINE MAPLE
AMUR MAPLE
GREEN JAPANESE MAPLE

3.5M HT; B&B; 3 STEM CLUMP
6CM CAL., 1.8M STD
5CM CAL,, 1.2M STD., B&B

2
47
22

ACER RUBRUM 'KARPICK'
CORNUS KOUSA 'SATOMI'
CORNUS KOUSA X NUTTALLII 'STARLIGHT'
EXISTING TREE
LIQUIDAMBAR STY. 'SLENDER SILHOUETTE'
LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA 'WORPLESDON'
MAGNOLIA KOBUS STELLATA 'PINK STAR'
PICEA ABIES
PICEA OMORIKA
POPULUS TREMULA 'ERECTA'
PRUNUS SERRULATA 'AMANOGAWA'
PYRUS CALLERYANA 'CHANTICLEER'
QUERCUS ROBUR 'REGAL PRINCE'
SYRINGA RETICULATA 'IVORY SILK'
THUJA PLICATA 'EXCELSA'

COLUMNAR KARPICK MAPLE
PINK KOUSA DOGWOOD
STARLIGHT HYBRID DOGWOOD
SLENDER SILHOUETTE SWEETGUM
WORPLESDON SWEET GUM
PINK STAR MAGNOLIA (LIGHT PINK)
NORWAY SPRUCE
SERBIAN SPRUCE
SWEDISH COLUMNAR ASPEN
AMANOGAWA FLOWERING CHERRY
CHANTICLEER PEAR
REGAL PRINCE OAK
IVORY SILK JAPANESE TREE LILAC
WESTERN RED CEDAR

6CM CAL; 2M STD; B&B
5CM CAL., 1.2M STD
3.0M HT; B&B
6CM CAL; 2M STD; B&B
6CM CAL; 2M STD; B&B
5CM CAL., 1.2M STD
3M HT; B&B
3.0M HT; B&B (SLENDER FORM ONLY)
5CM CAL; B&B
5CM CAL; 1.5M STD; B&B
6CM CAL; 1.5M STD; B&B
6CM CAL; 1.8M STD; B&B
5CM CAL; 1.5M STD; B&B
3.5M HT; B&B

94
29
2
22
19
18
100
19
19
19
25

Western Walk

BOTANICAL NAME

PMG PROJECT NUMBER: 16-161

NOTES: * PLANT SIZES IN THIS LIST ARE SPECIFIED ACCORDING TO THE CANADIAN LANDSCAPE STANDARD, LATEST EDITION. CONTAINER SIZES SPECIFIED
AS PER CNLA STANDARDS. BOTH PLANT SIZE AND CONTAINER SIZE ARE THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SIZES. * REFER TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEFINED
CONTAINER MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER PLANT MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS. * SEARCH AND REVIEW: MAKE PLANT MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR OPTIONAL
REVIEW BY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT AT SOURCE OF SUPPLY. AREA OF SEARCH TO INCLUDE LOWER MAINLAND AND FRASER VALLEY. * SUBSTITUTIONS:
OBTAIN WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO MAKING ANY SUBSTITUTIONS TO THE SPECIFIED MATERIAL. UNAPPROVED
SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE REJECTED. ALLOW A MINIMUM OF FIVE DAYS PRIOR TO DELIVERY FOR REQUEST TO SUBSTITUTE. SUBSTITUTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO
CANADIAN LANDSCAPE STANDARD - DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS OF AVAILABILITY. ALL LANDSCAPE MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP MUST MEET OR EXCEED
CANADIAN LANDSCAPE STANDARD'S LATEST EDITION. ALL PLANT MATERIAL MUST BE PROVIDED FROM CERTIFIED DISEASE FREE NURSERY

Central Greenway

A

Planting Buffer Detail

46

| 23

24 | Supplemental Information Package

47

30 | Supplemental Information Package
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UNIT PLANS
COMMENT 5F:
The Design Panel noted no unit plans were included in the previous submission.
Unit Type

Information Provided

A1

Street Fronting Townhome

Page 30

A2

Street Fronting Townhome - End

Page 31

A3

Street Fronting Townhome - End

Page 32

B1

Mews Fronting Townhome

Page 33

B2

Mew Fronting Townhome

Page 34

B3

Mews Fronting Townhome - End

Page 35

C1

Riverfront Duplex

Page 36

D1

Riverfront Townhome

Page 37

D2

Riverfront Townhome - End

Page 38

Interlock Street/Mews Fronting Townhome

Page 39

E1/F1
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| 31

Creating Great Places.
PLANNING | ARCHITECTURE | LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE | LAND DEVELOPMENT
Vancouver - Shanghai - Ho Chi Minh City | ekistics.com
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Attachment 3
September Consideration by the
NWDP
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4.3

41 and 175 Duncan Street: Official Community Plan Amendment and
Rezoning to allow a 170 Unit Townhouse Development
OCP00020
REZ00136
DPQ00140
Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated September 26,
2017, regarding an Official Community Plan Amendment and Rezoning to allow a
170 unit townhouse development at 41 and 175 Duncan Street.
Mr. Hurst reviewed the questions that the Design Panel were asked to address, as
well as the proposed OCP and zoning amendments, explaining that one part of the
site, which is currently designated as industrial, would be re-designated to
residential, and another portion of the site would be re-designated for daycare use.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst provided the following
information:
• The design for the daycare centre does not form part of this submission and
will come forward at a future date.
Paul Fenske, Ekistics Architecture Inc. (on behalf of Anthem Properties) provided
a presentation summarizing details of the development, as outlined in Appendix A
in the agenda package, covering the site and architecture concepts, the proposed
Queensborough OCP land use and zoning designation, illustrative concept plans,
architectural precedent images and renderings of the proposed development.
Mary Chan-Yip, PMG Landscape Architects, outlined the landscape design,
covering the site plan, pedestrian walkways, common areas, plant schedule, and
the buffering green spaces along the site’s edges.
Jim Hurst also discussed the railway activity in the area, stating that one train a
week uses the railway line adjacent to the proposed development.
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In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Fenske provided the following
information:
• A retaining wall at the edge of the train tracks on Duncan Street has been
proposed, along with a pedestrian barrier;
• If trees are to be planted between the train tracks and the walkway on
Duncan Street, their location would be determined by the City;
• On Furness St., the lawns would slope up towards the houses from the
walkway, necessitating small retaining walls;
• The width of the planting bed between the industrial area and “The Yard”
walkway is planned to be 3 metres;
• The eight-unit strip on Furness St. has no street trees proposed because the
landscape strips between the driveways will not be sufficiently wide for
planting;
• For buildings 26-29, the side would be comprised of fibre cement board
with very limited openings in order to emphasize the use of public and
common areas;
• The outdoor space in the majority of the units would be adjacent to the
front door and the depth is planned as 13 feet;
• The walkways going through the main spine of the property would be 1.5
metres wide;
• The sidewalks are all planned at 1.5 metres wide in the development;
• The public walkways (Spur line, Western Walk, Riverfront walk) are
planned at 3 metres wide;
• On the Northwest corner of the property, the riverfront townhomes have a
private walkway to allow for visitors to approach the front door;
• The porches of the buildings on Duncan St. would lead to the front door
and entrance;
• Garbage access to the units would be via the loop road, and picked up by
the City’s Engineering Services department at each unit individually;
• There are 32 onsite visitor parking spaces distributed throughout the site;
• Post boxes are indicated by the dark red areas on the Circulation plan;
• The acoustical sound fence listed in the drawings at the Western edge is
planned as a 2 metre concrete style fence;
• Only conceptual and general indoor-outdoor relationship plans have been
provided to the Design Panel because floor plans for this development are
not yet finalized;
• The end units of the mews townhomes will have secondary entrances into
the garage off the porch;
• The material for the lookouts located by the dyke will be plank pavers,
which are made from concrete, but are symbolic of wood decking and are
sturdy enough for dyke maintenance vehicles and cyclists;
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• The intent of the pavers at the central commons is that they will extend out
into water;
• Ceanothus Sanguineus is a native species which grows to 3-5 ft. and would
be planted at the shoreline; and,
• The strata council would be responsible for organizing the snow clearing
for the development.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst provided the following
information:
• There is a covenant registered whereby if the train crossing needs to be
signalized, it will be at the expense of the applicant;
• An analysis of the view for the train engineer will need to be conducted,
however if the train engineer believes that they need to whistle, they will;
and,
• The majority of the whistles heard from this development will be from the
Ewen Ave crossing.
Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each
of the questions asked in the September 26, 2017 staff report:
Question 1: The project has 170 units. Is there enough variation in the
architectural presentation to ensure that the project is not monotonous?
• There is sufficient variation of architecture, and it is in keeping with the
architectural language of Queensborough;
• The architecture is attractive and has a simplicity of design, with nice
variation and colours;
• On the Furness Street side, the second storey windows appear
“monumental” and there will be a need to ensure that they mesh with the
houses across the street; and,
• The ridgeline of the houses is continuous all the way across, but could be
articulated further.
Question 2: In a number of instances the proposed buildings do not achieve the
separations identified in the RT-3 zone. Are the separations proposed sufficient to
satisfy the intent of the bylaw?
• The separations were not very clear in the drawings, but became clearer
after discussion, and are acceptable;
• The porches work well and will be a good addition to keep “eyes on the
street”;
• Site lines appear to be clear for CPTED purposes; and,
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• Further information is requested to allow the Panel to comment on the
setbacks and understand the entry to the buildings, including how the front
entrances meet the end units within the mews.
Question 3: The west end of the site is adjacent to an active industrial area. Are
the setback, materials, orientation of the buildings and landscaping of the site
sufficient to provide a meaningful buffer to the units adjacent to the industrial
site?
• The attenuation fence will be a necessity for the area adjacent to the
industrial area, and further details are desired on the wall and the edge
treatment adjacent to the industrial site;
• It was suggested to perhaps increase the 10 foot buffer to a wider area;
• It would be useful to see details and building plans along the buffer area to
gain a better understanding of the orientation of the bedrooms facing the
area;
• It would be worthwhile to examine the spacing of the trees by the buffer so
that the species are alternated from the planting across the street; and,
• An increase in the buffer planting is suggested as it may not appear as wide
in the winter time.
Question 4: Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area
Guidelines?
• In general, the proposed development conforms with the Development
Permit Area Guidelines;
• The guidelines specify no vinyl siding on buildings, and this type of siding
is listed as a material in the plans for the development; and,
• Brick, wood and stone are recited as suggested materials in the guidelines,
however these do not appear in the plans for the development.
Further general comments were noted by the Design Panel:
• It is positive to see the continued expansion of Queensborough with this
project;
• Appreciation was expressed for the amount of trees planned for the site,
however care should be taken to ensure there will be sufficient space for
planting the trees down the mews, and soil volumes will be adequate for the
amount of planting;
• Appreciation was expressed for the quantity and design of the common
spaces and river outlooks;
• The internal pathway at the Northwest corner of the development could be
reconsidered so that the front doors open to the public path;
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• With the postal boxes situated in a public area, they may be subject to
vandalism and it would be worth checking with Canada Post about their
preferred location;
• Trees along the train track walkway would be an excellent addition,
however a hedge may be more practical from the train operator’s point of
view;
• More details are desired on the historical context features that are
mentioned in the plans for the commons;
• At the Duncan St. entrance, it appears that there are inconsistencies
between the plans and the landscape drawings with reference to the stairs;
• The drawings were difficult to read due to the resolution; and,
• The landscape plans were not coordinated with architectural plans, in
particular with reference to the placement of doors.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the New Westminster Design Panel support the application and recommend
the Applicant address the comments noted by the Panel for the next submission.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
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#3 East Queensborough
The East Queensborough multi-family areas, identified as Development Permit Area
#3 [see Map B], are designated in order to create a transition between industrial uses
and adjacent residential neighbourhoods. This area will contain medium density,
multi-family residential uses. This Development Permit Area encourages best
practices for promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas
Emissions. It also establishes guidelines for the form and character of multi-family
residential development.
Properties located within this Development Permit Area that are zoned Light
Industrial Districts (M-1) that develop industrial uses in accordance with the zone
must instead comply with the guidelines included in the Light Industrial and Mixed
Employment Development Permit Area.
DESIGN GUIDELINES
All buildings and developments must be designed to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that enhances the overall quality of the community. Consider the
following:
• Use an architectural approach (i.e. massing, facade treatment, detailing, materials
and colour choice) which is harmonious with the riverfront community context.
• Create a cohesive streetscape. Use a similar alignment of windowsills, building and
roof lines, cornices, and floor-to-floor spacing along the street block.
• Design all principal and accessory buildings within a development and/ or all
elements of an individual building, to the same architectural style. Provide enough
variety (e.g. through massing, architectural detail) to avoid a monotonous appearance
when the development is viewed as a whole and to reinforce individual building
identity.
• Coordinate lighting, outdoor furniture and garbage receptacles and design outdoor
areas (e.g. walkways, patios) and landscape elements (e.g. retaining walls, fences,
screening) to be consistent with the style, materials, colour and quality of the overall
development.
• Select project names that evoke Queensborough’s riverfront community context
and/or the legacy of its historically prominent citizens.
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Provide public art to help enrich outdoor spaces and create pedestrian scale
landmarks. Use art that highlights Queensborough’s sense of place and is unique to
each location.
Building siting must contribute to a pedestrian scale neighbourhood character.
Consider the following:
• Orient residential units to front all streets and/or city trails and greenways
immediately adjacent to or within the development, except where the adjacent street is
a highway or truck route.
• For all corner lots and/or corner units, locate and design buildings to address all
frontages, including public and internal streets, and/or city trails and greenways.
• Use building siting to reinforce a sense of arrival at gateway intersections. Enhance
this effect with other special features such as publicly accessible plazas at the corner,
special roof shapes, and other architectural features.
SITING
Building siting must respect the existing neighbourhood and site context. Consider the
following:
• Consider existing buildings and outdoor spaces when siting new buildings, including
the location of windows and entrances, overlook of outdoor space, impacts to air
circulation and light penetration, etc.
• Site buildings to retain and enhance heritage assets by incorporating them into the
development of the site, wherever possible, including buildings, engineering works
and/or cultural landscapes, as well as significant landscape features (e.g. mature
vegetation and trees, distinctive landforms).
• Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets to be compatible with their
historical context without literally imitating older building styles. In these cases, new
buildings should provide an original interpretation of the traditional building style (i.e.
draw inspiration from fundamental design characteristics) while continuing to
reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
• Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to pedestrians and neighbours. Locate
service areas and mechanical equipment (e.g. utilities, HVAC, meters) at the rear of
buildings and away from neighbouring residential uses. Minimize visibility of service
areas and mechanical equipment from streets, open spaces and neighbours (e.g.
screen, reduce service and garage opening size, use shared service areas).
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Queensborough Building massing must contribute to a pedestrian scale
neighbourhood character. Consider the following:
• Use substantial vertical architectural features (e.g. changes in building height, bays,
high voids) to break the massing of multiple unit buildings into smaller modules of
similar scale.
• Relate the modules to the organization of interior space such that the expression of
individual units is reflected in the overall form of the building.
• Use horizontal architectural elements to define floor-to-floor transitions, roofs and
cornice lines.
• Design the roof to minimize the overall building mass, incorporating articulation and
variations in roof planes (e.g. dormers, gables, crenelated parapets) to break up roof
mass and reduce building scale.
• Reinforce the pedestrian scale massing by designing all buildings to have a heavier
“base” and lighter “top” that are visibly differentiated by use of material (e.g.
masonry on the base and wood siding on the top) and details (e.g. cornice treatments
at the top).
MASSING
Building massing must maximize natural light and ventilation to apartment and
condominium units. Consider the following:
• Mass buildings to promote as many units as possible having exterior walls with
windows on two sides.
• Configure internal units using a wide window-wall to shallow room depth ratio that
ensures ample daylight penetrates to the rear of the unit.
• Organize the interior space such that, wherever possible, a majority of primary
living spaces (e.g. living room, family room, kitchen) have exterior walls with
windows on two sides. As a minimum, ensure all primary living spaces and secondary
living spaces (e.g. bedroom, den, office) have at least one exterior wall with a
window.
• Take microclimate into consideration.
HERITAGE
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Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
Reuse historic industrial and agricultural artefacts on redevelopment sites (e.g. as
public art).
FACADES
The facades of all building walls that face public or internal streets, drive aisles,
pedestrian pathways, parks or open space must provide visual interest. Use
architectural elements (e.g. fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design elements,
secondary roof elements) and/or material or colour change.
ENTRANCES
Building entrances must be located and designed to have a strong relationship with
the street. Consider the following:
• Entries for residential buildings and ground oriented units, including front porches,
should be oriented toward, visible from and directly connected (via a short pathway
and/or stairs) to the street (public or internal), city greenway, or semi-private entry
courtyard onto which the building fronts. A semi-private entry courtyard should be
oriented toward, visible from and directly connected to the public street (via a short
pathway and/or stairs).
• Distinguish entrances with an arrival feature (e.g. courtyard, gateway) at the point
where the semi-private sidewalk meets the public sidewalk. Incorporate smaller
arrival features to visibly differentiate different building entrances within a
development. Integrate the design of arrival features with the overall design of the
development.
Primary pedestrian entrances into buildings must be integrated into the design of the
building, yet be clearly expressed. Consider the following:
• Articulate massing to identify building entrances (e.g. tall voids, central mass,
recessed entry).
• Frame with a secondary roof element (e.g. porch) to identify building entrances and
protect from weather.
• Establish a hierarchy of entrances, giving grouped pedestrian entrances visual
priority, individual pedestrian entrances the next highest visual priority, and vehicle
entrances the lowest visual priority.
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ROOFS
Rooftops must appear clean and attractive and in keeping with the architectural style
of the building. Consider the following:
• Locate and screen mechanical and service equipment such that it appears as an
integral part of the building when viewed from any angle.
• Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive and easy to maintain to a
high level of neatness.
• Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island effect.
WINDOWS
Windows must contribute to an interesting, pedestrian scale environment. Consider
the following:
• Use windows which are of clear glass (e.g. not tinted, reflective or opaque).
• Use windows which are rectangular or square in proportion, except for accent
windows which may have a unique shape.
• Locate windows in the garage door of residential parking structures facing onto
public or internal streets or walkways, including city trails and greenways.
Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce unwanted heat
gain in summer months. Consider the following:
• Ensure a solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better for south facing windows to
maximize solar gain during winter.
• Use exterior shading devices (e.g. awnings, canopies, overhangs, light shelves,
louvers) which provide shade from the high summer sun, but provide solar access to
the low winter sun. Use these devices particularly on south facing windows.
• Provide operable windows in each residential dwelling and/or unit. Locate operable
windows to take advantage of Queensborough’s prevailing easterly winds (i.e. winds
from the east to the west) to provide cross ventilation.
• Use stack vents and light wells to provide additional light and ventilation to primary
and secondary living spaces.
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• Take microclimate into consideration when locating and sizing windows.
SIGNS
Signs must be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and
materials of the development and/or building and its surrounding context. Consider
the following:
• Integrate signs into the detailing of the building (i.e. not applied as an afterthought)
but subordinate to the overall building composition.
• Make signs visible from the street without being visually obtrusive. Design the size,
location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.
• Use indirect lighting from fixtures that are integrated into the overall design and
character of the development and/or building.
OPEN SPACE
Each development must provide semi-private outdoor common space for all multifamily developments. Use common space to create a transition from private
residential areas to the development entry at public streets. Orient private patios and
entries around the semi-private common space to facilitate neighbourly interactions
and provide overlook for children as they play.
Common outdoor space must be designed to be of a usable size and configuration.
Include a range of activities and generations. Consider the following:
• Hard and soft landscaped areas such as courtyards, patios, lawns and/or naturalized
open space.
• Seating options such as benches, moveable chairs and/or tables. Locate seating
options suited to different weather conditions such as areas that capture the sun, are
shaded (e.g. by building canopies or trees) and/or are sheltered from wind and rain.
• Common gardens where residents can grow flowers and food together. These should
be in addition to private garden spaces.
• Natural play elements (e.g. boulders, stepping stones, grassy slopes) in visible
locations.
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Each development must provide pedestrian circulation that connects between
buildings and shared amenities, as well as directly to public streets and greenways,
and other destinations such as schools, parks, and commercial areas.
Each development must provide directly accessible private outdoor space for all units.
Consider the following:
• Include balconies for above grade units and patios for ground oriented units.
• Design roofs to provide usable outdoor space.
• Where units front onto public or internal streets and/or city trails or greenways, use
the private outdoor space to create a transition. Design this area to be spatially welldefined and visible from the street or walkway (e.g. elevate slightly, enclose with low
hedges or an open-railing fence).
SAFETY
Each development must provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) report outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments
and buildings, including open space.
LIGHTING
All public and semi-private sidewalks and open spaces must be equipped with
lighting. Consider the following:
• Use unobtrusive fixtures which are consistent with the architecture of the building
and its surrounding context.
• Use shielded down lighting that provides for security, ambient lighting and enhances
architectural and landscape details but minimizes light pollution.
• Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by using energy efficient lighting (e.g.
LED, solar-powered) and timer, motion or photo-activated lighting for all exterior
areas, including walkways and driveways and for security lighting.
NOISE
Developments and buildings must be designed to minimize impacts from adjacent
industrial and transportation activities. Consider the following:
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• Site buildings to minimize light intrusion from trucks, trains and industrial site
lighting into residential units, yards and semi-private open spaces.
• Organize internal unit configuration to locate bedrooms and, where possible, other
living areas away from industrial and goods transportation activities (i.e. truck routes,
industrial site access points, the rail line). Locate all outdoor spaces away from noise
sources.
• Employ leading edge technical approaches to noise abatement in residential building
construction (e.g. fresh air ventilation alternatives to open windows, acoustically rated
glazing) including on balconies (e.g. sound absorption materials and/or barriers)
• Provide landscape buffers within residential development sites. Use layered
plantings of trees and shrubs.
Each application to develop residential dwellings adjacent to industrial and
transportation activities must provide a report prepared by persons qualified in
acoustics and noise measurement, demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise
standards for habitable areas (i.e. max. 35 decibels for bedrooms, max. 40 decibels for
living dining and recreation rooms, and max. 45 decibels for kitchen, bathrooms,
hallways and utility rooms). This report will be registered as a covenant on title.
MATERIALS & COLOURS
All principal and accessory buildings within a development must use a cohesive
palette of materials and colours that is consistently applied and contributes to the
overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
• Use a natural palette of wood, stone or brick and muted paint colour tones (e.g.
Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours).
• Consistently apply materials to all sides of a building (i.e. do not emphasize the
principal facade with lesser treatment on the other facades).
• Change building materials and/or colours at interior or “reverse” corners of a
building, not at exterior corners or at changes in a facade plane.
• Use an accent colour which is harmonious with the main colours of the materials
and colours palette to unify the overall palette and to highlight architectural details
(e.g. eaves, window and door trim, railings).
• Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity. Reflective materials
(e.g. mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided.
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Each development must use building and hardscape materials that are durable and
appropriate to their use, the local climate, and the urban environment. Consider the
following:
• Use high quality building materials (e.g. wood, stone, brick, or acceptable
alternative) rather than materials that are visibly simulated (e.g. vinyl siding) or are
inappropriate for an urban area (e.g. untreated or roughsawn wood).
ACCESSIBILITY
Endeavour to make all pathways and building entrances, public and semipublic
spaces, and special features and amenities of a site accessible by people of varying
ability. Consider the following:
• Build sidewalks and pathways a minimum 1.8 metres (5.9 feet) wide with non-skid,
uniform walking surfaces.
• Locate entrance ramps and lifts in areas that are highly visible, easy to use and
connected to the sidewalk.
• Where steps or high thresholds (e.g. related to FCL requirements) create a barrier,
provide an alternative route that is easily accessible to everyone.
• Locate site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating) where
they will not impede easy passage for those using a mobility device (e.g. wheelchair,
scooter) or people who are visually impaired.
• Locate parking for those with ability challenges close to accessible building
entrances.
• Use light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) in all outdoor areas.
White light facilitates better visibility.
All parking associated with a development must be located and designed to reinforce
a pedestrian oriented neighbourhood character and scale. Consider the following:
• Integrate structured parking for low and mid-rise buildings with the building design
and have usable building space (e.g. ground oriented units) facing public streets, parks
and open spaces.
• Provide additional off-street parking for low and/or mid-rise buildings behind the
buildings (i.e. at the rear of the lot), as required.
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• Take access to parking, including garages, from a lane wherever possible or from the
side or internal street where no lane exists.
• For large parking lots, reduce visual scale and glare of large expanses of pavement
by creating smaller parking areas divided by landscaped sections which provide semitransparent screening.
• Visibly and physically separate pedestrian walkways from surface parking areas for
low and mid-rise buildings (e.g. distinguish through grade separation, bollards, trees
in tree guards, distinct paving).
• Minimize the number of times driveways and/or internal streets cross sidewalks.
Provide lanes, wherever appropriate, to give parking access that minimizes disruption
to sidewalks, bike routes and on-street parking.
New development must not result in an increase in the number of rail line crossings
which would result in an increase in train whistles. Remove or consolidate existing
driveways, wherever possible, to reduce the need for trains to whistle.
Provide wiring within parking areas for plug-in electric vehicles to meet Electric
Vehicle Ready requirements (i.e. Level 1 wiring for low-rise residential buildings, and
Level 2 wiring for mid-rise residential buildings).
TREES & PLANTING
Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC
Landscape and Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest
Edition)” in specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all
trees and other plant materials.
Each development must integrate trees, including shade trees. Consider the following:
• Retain existing mature trees wherever possible. Where tree removal is unavoidable,
replace with a number, species and size of trees that creates equal value.
• Plant new trees in all semi-private open spaces, parking areas, private yards, and
along internal streets and pathways.
• Locate deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings to provide shade and
minimize unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar access and passive
solar gain during winter.
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Develop and/or enhance areas of understorey vegetation using diverse, multistorey
planting which will support habitat for smaller wildlife, songbirds and important
pollinators such as bees, butterflies and dragonflies.
Tree species and other plant materials must be of high quality, suited to their purpose
and contribute to the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
• Choose species that are successful in the urban environment, easy to maintain, are
non-invasive and suited to Queensborough’s high water table. Selected tree species
should also have less aggressive rooting habits.
• Use broadleaf deciduous tree species, wherever possible, for all shade trees
including internal street trees and trees in parking areas. Select species that have a
minimum mature height of 15 meters (49 feet).
All trees must be planted so that they will successfully become established and
develop a full canopy over time. Consider the following:
• Plant trees on internal streets in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) soil boulevard.
Where the boulevard is paved, plant street trees in a continuous trench finished with a
tree grate around each tree.
• Space street trees consistently and so that their canopies touch at maturity, generally
one tree every 6 to 8 metres (20 to 26 feet), depending on species.
• In parking areas, plant shade trees at an approximate ratio of one tree for every five
spaces. Plant trees in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) wide continuous trench and
protect trees with bollards or tree guards.
TRAILS & GREENWAYS
All waterfront properties must provide public access to the river. Consider the
following:
• Provide public features at key points, such as waterfront lookout points, rest spots
and entry gateway elements.
• Design all elements of the Perimeter Trail to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that harmonizes with the riverfront community context.
• Use a cohesive palette of durable, high quality materials which are appropriate to the
use and the local climate. Maximize the use of environmentally responsible materials.
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Each development adjacent to any trail, as identified on the Parks, Trails and
Greenway Streets Map, must set buildings and other structures well back from the
walkway. Ensure the separation between private and public space is visually and
physically well-defined (e.g. planting, low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no
barriers to public access to the walkway.
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NATURAL HAZARD DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
#1 FLOOD HAZARD
The Flood Hazard Development Permit Area is identified as Development Permit Area #1 [see
Map E]. Queensborough is located at the upstream end of Lulu Island in the floodplain of the
Fraser River. Development in this area of the City is protected by perimeter dykes maintained by
the City, which are continuous with dykes in the City of Richmond farther downstream.
However, new buildings and structures in Queensborough should be constructed at an elevation
that is sufficient to minimize the potential for loss of life and
property damage in the event of dyke failure, or an extreme flood event that tops the perimeter
dykes. The minimum construction levels, which are based on current knowledge of flood
patterns, are 3.53 metres above Geodetic Survey of Canada (GSC) datum for Area A shown on
the following map (flood construction level A), generally downstream from Derwent Way on the
south side of Queensborough and Wood Street on the north side, and 4.20 metres above GSC
datum (flood construction level B) for Area B upstream of Derwent Way and Wood Street.
Placement of imported fill to achieve these construction levels could produce local settlement
problems and undesirable diversion of flood water, so a combination of fill and structural support
may be required.
EXEMPTIONS
The following are exempted from the requirement for a development permit:
• Subdivision of land (buildings constructed on subdivided lots must still comply when
applicable).
• Alteration of land not involving the construction or alteration of a building or structure.
• Buildings and structures on land in an agricultural zoning district, other than residential
buildings
.
• Buildings and structures for park and open space recreational uses.
• Construction and alteration of buildings authorized by a heritage alteration permit, including
building additions.
• Detached accessory buildings and structures such as garages, tool sheds and greenhouses that
are not used for human habitation.
• Residential building additions that would increase the habitable floor area of the building by
less than 25% of the floor area that existed on February 3, 2014, unless the building has been
increased in floor area since that date without a development permit and the aggregate
additional floor area exceeds 25% of the floor area that existed on that date.
• Building alterations that do not increase the floor area of the building.
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In addition, buildings and structures for industrial uses on parcels that are not adjacent to a dyke
are exempt from the requirement for a development permit. However, owners are encouraged to
construct industrial buildings used for business or the storage of goods and located in Area A at
or above flood construction level A, and industrial buildings used for
such purposes and located in Area B at or above flood construction level B.
FLOOD CONSTRUCTION LEVEL
Buildings and structures for residential and institutional uses in Area A should be constructed so
that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey containing habitable space is at or
above flood construction level A.
Buildings and structures for residential and institutional uses in Area B should be constructed so
that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey containing habitable space is at or
above flood construction level B.
Buildings and structures for industrial uses on parcels adjacent to dykes in Area A should be
constructed so that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey used for business or
the storage of goods that could be damaged by flood is at or above flood construction level A.
Buildings and structures for industrial uses on parcels adjacent to dykes in Area B should be
constructed so that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey used for business or
the storage of goods that could be damaged by flood is at or above flood construction level B.
If natural grade of a residential parcel is below the desired flood construction level, imported fill
should not be used to raise the grade above 1.5 metres above GSC datum or 150 millimeters
above the centre of the road abutting the property, whichever is higher.
In the case of floors comprised of concrete slabs, the upper surface of the concrete slab should be
at or above the applicable flood construction level.
NON-HABITABLE SPACE
The following building areas are not considered habitable space for the purpose of these
Guidelines:
• Underground parking garages, provided that signs are posted and maintained at points of entry
indicating that the parking area is subject to flooding of the Fraser River.
• Attached and enclosed garage not exceeding 42 square metres (452.08 square feet) in floor area
per dwelling unit. For the purpose of this calculation a secondary suite is not considered a unit.
• Manoeuvring aisles used to access compliant off-street parking spaces.
• Attached carports.
• Enclosed entrance foyers up to 11 square metres (118.40 square feet) in floor area per dwelling
unit in the building.
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• Elevator shafts, provided that operation of the elevators below the applicable flood construction
level is not possible during flood events.
• Enclosed building areas with floor to ceiling heights of less than 1.52 metres (5 feet) measured
to the underside of the floor system above.
• Porches.
• Undercrofts enclosed only by wood lattice or similar screening.
No area below the required elevation shall be used for the installation of fixed equipment
susceptible to damage by floodwaters, with the exception of furnaces and hot water heaters.
Garbage and recycling carts may be permitted in the non-habitable space below
the required elevation.
Bicycle parking may be permitted in the non-habitable space below the required elevation.
Site alteration and building construction should be planned and executed so as to minimize
abrupt transitions from the elevations of adjacent sites and buildings and the diversion of flood
waters to adjacent sites.
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster Design
Panel

Date:

November 28, 2017

From:

Jim Hurst,
Development Planner

File:

REZ00138 and
DPQxxxx

Subject:

420 Boyne Street: Development Permit Application for the proposed building
for the City Animal Shelter and offices for the City’s Towing Service.

THAT this report be received for information.
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide information to the New Westminster Design Panel for
their consideration of this application at 420 Boyne Street and seek a resolution of support for the
project design.
2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan Land Use Designation:
The site is designated (HI) – Heavy Industrial in the Official Community Plan. The Plan
describes this designation as:
(HI) Heavy Industrial – This area will include heavy industrial uses including those
industrial uses that are dependent on waterfront access.
2.2 Official Community Plan Development Permit Area Designation:
The site is designated as part of Industrial and Mixed Employment Development Permit Area #1
Queensborough Heavy Industrial. The purpose of this Development Permit Area is:
The Queensborough Heavy Industrial area, identified as Development Permit Area #1
[see Map C], is designated to provide an opportunity for continued intensive industrial
development which, in some cases, could include a waterfront focus. This Development
Permit Area encourages the best practices for promoting water and energy conservation
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and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It also establishes guidelines for the form and
character of industrial development.
This site is also designated as part of Natural Hazards Development Permit Area # 1 – Flood
Hazard. The purpose of this Development Permit area is to provide:
Guidelines for this development permit area are intended to minimize the potential for
loss of life and property damage in the event of flooding of the Fraser River, while
allowing for the continued use of industrial lands to provide employment and the
continued renewal and development of an historic New Westminster neighbourhood.
The Development Permit Area does not set standards for commercial, industrial or institutional
land uses. The Animal Shelter and the offices associated with the shelter and the Towing Service
are therefore not subject to the requirements of the Natural Hazards Development Permit Area #
1 – Flood Hazard Development Permit Area.
2.3 Parks Trails and Greenway Streets
Wood Street connects the community to the North Arm of the Fraser River and Annacis Channel
linking the north and south sections of the perimeter trail. The Parks Trails and Greenway Streets
Map in the Queensborough Community Plan identifies the Wood Street as a future greenway
route.
2.4 Zoning Bylaw and Proposed Amendments to the Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2) Zone:
The site is zoned Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2). New Westminster City Council recently
amended the Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2) zone to allow:
721.21.2 Civic facilities including a public works yard, animal shelter, towing yard or
electrical substation and offices ancillary to the permitted uses.
The amendment identifies the Animal Shelter and City Towing Yard and the offices for both
uses as a permitted use.
2.5 Site Assembly
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The area legal plan is shown above. The City of New Westminster does not own the three
properties addressed as 436 and 444 Boyne Street.
The City of New Westminster owns the property addressed as 420 and 448 Boyne Street and 435
Wood Street - outlined in red above. The City also owns the undeveloped lane that is outlined in
green. The lane has been closed and title has been raised. City lanes and roads are not zoned;
therefore, as title to the former lane was established the area was zoned Heavy Industrial
Districts (M-2) The City owned property would then be consolidated into one lot – the red area
plus the green area. The area of the site proposed for the Animal Shelter and Towing Yard
offices is outlined in yellow. The air photo of the area is shown below – the color outlines
remain the same on the air photo.
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3.0 BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context:
The project site has frontage on both Wood Street and Boyne Street. The property to the north is
owned by the City of New Westminster and is currently vacant. To the south are railway tracks
and some light industrial uses with the Queensborough residential area across Boyd Street. To
the east are some light industrial uses. To the west are the Queensborough Bridge and the area
under the bridge, which is proposed to be used as the City towing compound. The ICBC towing
yard is to the west.
3.2 Arborists Report and the Streamside Setback Assessment
An Arborists Report and the Streamside Setback Assessment were conducted prior to the
development of the site plan. The Streamside Setback Assessment report identified a Stream
Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA) that extends 63.0 feet (19.2 metres) from the top of
the bank of the watercourse on the west side of Wood Street. Within that area five Cascara, three
Cottonwood and one Bitter Cherry trees are to be retained.
The summary section of the Arborists Report and the Streamside Setback Assessment is attached
to this report as Appendix #4.
3.3 Project Description:
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The proposal is to construct a new building at 420 Boyne Street with 6,900 square feet (641
square metres) of total floor space for the Animal Shelter and the offices for the Towing Service.
Vehicular access to the site will be from Boyne Street. Boyne Street is being used for the access
for two reasons. The first is to take advantage of the existing infrastructure on Boyne Street. The
second is to stay away from the environmental setback area associated with the waterway on the
west side of Wood Street. The front doors to the Towing and Animal Services offices will be
near the Wood Street frontage of the site. There is a greenway identified for Wood Street and the
building is located on the site to provide a presence toward the greenway.
The yard for the Towing Service will be developed under the Queensborough Bridge. The
towing yard would be accessed from Wood Street.
3.4 Project Statistics:
Site Area: Animal Shelter and
Towing Services Offices
Site Area: Towing Yard
Zoning:
Building Area:
Floor Space Ratio:
Site coverage:
Height:

50,072 square feet (4,651 square metres)
214,307 square feet (19,910 square metres)
Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2)
6,900 square feet (641 square metres)
0.14
13.7 %
16.5 feet (5.0 meters)

4.0 Design Considerations
Staff would appreciate comments from the Panel in the following areas:
1. Does the project provide appropriate eyes on the street toward the future Wood Street
Greenway?
2. Does the project conform to the requirements of the Development Permit Area
designation?

Attachments
1. Location map
2. Project Plans
3. Development Permit Area
4. Arborists Report and the Streamside Setback Assessment
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Attachment 1
Location Map
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Attachment 2
Project Plans
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New Westminster - Animal Services
420 BOYNE ST. NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C

AERIAL VIEW FROM NORTH-EAST

AERIAL VIEW FROM SOUTH-EAST

AERIAL VIEW FROM NORTH-WEST

AERIAL VIEW FROM SOUTH-WEST

PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS
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New Westminster - Animal Services

VIEW AT ENTRY

VIEW FROM ENTRY AT BYLAW OFFICE

VIEW FROM SOUTH

VIEW FROM SOUTH CORNER OF THE SITE

PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS

420 BOYNE ST. NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C
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New Westminster - Animal Services

VIEW FROM SOUTH-WEST

VIEW FROM WEST

VIEW FROM WEST-SOUTH

VIEW FROM DRIVEWAY

PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS

420 BOYNE ST. NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C
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Design Rationale
The Landscape design for the New West Animal Facility had been approached from several
angles. The first is sustainability. This is designed to be a low maintenance/ non- irrigated
landscape. By using native and native adapted material, the need for regular watering is
minimized. This same material also provides food for birds and pollinators. A wildflower and
grass meadow will attract no only birds but butterflies and small mammals. Without providing
a lot of cover for rodents. This same material is meant to lessen the need by New West Park’s
personnel to tend and water. The only area outside this is the dog exercise area and
infrequent mowing ought to suffice. Most of the new tree and shrub planting is on the east
side to screen the parking and back-of house services of the building.
A second approach related to sustainability is the management of storm-water. The south
side of the site is designed to be a bio-swale. This will be planted with pollutant absorbing
plants such as rushes, cattails and irises. Water will be collected on the roof and parking lot
runoff will be directed to this area via piping, curb cuts and CBs. An overflow in the swale will
handle overflow volumes. Being on a free draining build-up, much of this water will infiltrate.
This will be further coordinated with Civil Engineering. A smaller swale and raingarden will
handle water on the north east side of the site. This will have the same planting palette to the
larger one to the south.

New Westminster
Animal Services Facility

CONSULTANT TEAM

Much of the site is protected due to the proximity of the water course to the west. Native
trees in a variety of species not only maintain habitat and food for wildlife, but also gives a
sense of scale to the project and aids in diminishing the visual impact of the Queensborough
Bridge. This area will be cleared by hand of invasive species and seeded to a grassy
understory. This has been coordinated with Diamond head. The long term plan is that a
native understory will return and flourish.

OWNER:
ARCHITECT:
STRUCTURAL:
MECHANICAL:
ELECTRICAL:
CIVIL:
LANDSCAPE:

Being a budget sensitive project, the above described strategies are meant to capitalize on
the long-term benefits afforded by the use of native plantings and retaining as much native
landscape as possible.

ISSUED FOR ADP

Lighting will be off the building and at the steps/ ramp on the east side. The entry sign will
also be lit.

DRAWING LIST

Site furnishings include benches and bike racks. 6 parking spots have been indicated
however space allows for additional should the City request them. The benches are the same
units that have been used elsewhere in New West.

L1.0
L1.1
L2.0
L3.0
L4.0
L5.1
L5.2
L6.0

City of New Westminster
CTA
Bush, Bohlman & Partners
AME Group
AES Engineering
Binnie & Associates LTD
ETA Landscape Architecture

2017.11.21

Tree Management Plan
Site Plan
Landscape Hardscaping Plan
Landscape Planting Plan
Landscape Sections
Landscape Details
Landscape Details
Precedent and Plant Images

Several nesting boxes are proposed to be scattered around the site. These are sized for
Chickadees however boxes could be added for other species. Additionally there are various
bird friendly plantings on site to creat food, shelter and habitat for several bird species.
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Attachment 3
Development Permit Area
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#1 Queensborough Heavy Industrial
The Queensborough Heavy Industrial area, identified as Development Permit Area #1 [see Map
C], is designated to provide an opportunity for continued intensive industrial development which,
in some cases, could include a waterfront focus. This Development Permit Area encourages best
practices for promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
It also establishes guidelines for the form and character of industrial development.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
SITING
The layout of industrial operations, including truck access and egress and open loading areas
must be designed to mitigate industrial emissions and noise impacts on adjacent residential land
uses. Consider the following:
• Site buildings to facilitate the location of loud industrial activities (e.g. loading and unloading)
away from residential areas.
• Ensure outdoor storage containers and/or goods stored in the open are visually unobtrusive.
• Provide landscape buffers at the site edge adjacent to residential land uses. Protect landscape
buffers from industrial operations with a fence.
Building siting must respect the existing neighbourhood and site context. Consider the following:
• Site buildings to retain and enhance heritage assets by incorporating them into the development
of the site, wherever possible, including buildings, engineering works and/or cultural landscapes,
as well as significant landscape features (e.g. mature vegetation and trees, distinctive landforms).
• Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets to be compatible with their historical
context without literally imitating older building styles. In these cases, new buildings should
provide an original interpretation of the traditional building style (i.e. draw inspiration from
fundamental design characteristics) while continuing to reinforce traditional development
patterns and rhythms.
• Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to pedestrians and neighbours. Locate service areas
and mechanical equipment (e.g. utilities, HVAC, meters) at the rear of buildings and away from
neighbouring residential uses. Minimize visibility of service areas and mechanical equipment
from streets, open spaces and neighbours (e.g. screen, reduce service and garage opening size,
use shared service areas).
CHARACTER
All buildings and developments must be designed to have a high quality, cohesive appearance
that enhances the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
• Use an architectural approach (i.e. massing, facade treatment, detailing, materials and colour
choice) which is harmonious with the riverfront community context.
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• Design all principal and accessory buildings within a development and/ or all elements of an
individual building, to the same architectural style.
Provide public art to help enrich outdoor spaces and create pedestrian scale landmarks. Use art
that highlights Queensborough’s sense of place and is unique to each location.
FACADES
The facades of all building walls that face public or internal streets, drive aisles, pedestrian
pathways, parks or open space must provide visual interest. Use architectural elements (e.g.
fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design elements, secondary roof elements) and/or material
or colour change.
ENTRANCES
Primary pedestrian entrances into buildings must be integrated into the design of the building,
yet be clearly expressed. Consider the following:
• Articulate massing to identify building entrances (e.g. tall voids, central mass, recessed entry).
• Frame with a secondary roof element (e.g. porch) to identify building entrances and protect
from weather.
• Highlight pedestrian entrances to the buildings more than vehicle entrances.
ROOFS
Rooftops must appear clean and attractive and in keeping with the architectural style of the
building. Consider the following:
• Locate and screen mechanical and service equipment such that it appears as an integral part of
the building when viewed from any angle.
• Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive and easy to maintain to a high level
of neatness.
• Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island effect.
WINDOWS
Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce unwanted heat gain in
summer months. Consider the following:
• Ensure a solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better for south facing windows to maximize
solar gain during winter.
• Use exterior shading devices (e.g. awnings, canopies, overhangs, light shelves, louvers) which
provide shade from the high summer sun, but provide solar access to the low winter sun. Use
these devices particularly on south facing windows.
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HERITAGE
Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
Reuse historic industrial and agricultural artefacts on redevelopment sites (e.g.as public art).
MATERIALS & COLOURS
All principal and accessory buildings within a development must use a cohesive palette of
materials and colours that is consistently applied and contributes to the overall quality of the
community. Consider the following:
• Use an industrial palette of wood, concrete, metal or brick and muted paint colour tones (e.g.
Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours).
• Consistently apply materials to all sides of a building (i.e. do not emphasize the principal
facade with lesser treatment on the other facades).
• Change building materials and/or colours at interior or “reverse” corners of a building, not at
exterior corners or at changes in a facade plane.
• Use details (e.g. reveals in concrete buildings) and accent colours to highlight architectural
elements (e.g. building entry) and provide visual interest. Use an accent colour which is
harmonious with the main colours of the materials and colours palette.
• Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity. Reflective materials (e.g.
mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided.
Each development must use building and hardscape materials that are durable and appropriate to
their use, the local climate, and the urban environment.
LIGHTING
All public and semi-private walkways, gangways and parking areas must be equipped with
lighting. Consider the following:
• Use unobtrusive fixtures which are consistent with the architectural style of the development.
• Use shielded down lighting that provides for security, ambient lighting and enhances
architectural and landscape details but minimizes light pollution. Lighting should be shielded so
as not to affect navigation.
• Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by using energy efficient lighting (e.g. LED, solarpowered) and timer, motion or photo-activated lighting for all exterior areas, including walkways
and driveways and for security lighting.
OPEN SPACE
Each development must provide outdoor space for use by employees. Design to be of a usable
size and configuration. Consider the following:
• Hard and soft landscaped areas such as courtyards, patios, lawns and/or naturalized open space.
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• Seating options such as benches, moveable chairs and/or tables. Provide seating options suited
to different weather conditions such as areas that capture the sun, are shaded (e.g. by building
canopies or trees) and/or are sheltered from wind and rain.
Each development must provide pedestrian circulation that connects between work areas and
employee open space.
TRAILS & GREENWAYS
All waterfront properties must provide public access to the river. Consider the following:
• Provide public features at key points, such as waterfront lookout points, rest spots and entry
gateway elements.
• Design all elements of the Perimeter Trail to have a high quality, cohesive appearance that
harmonizes with the riverfront community context.
• Use a cohesive palette of durable, high quality materials which are appropriate to the use and
the local climate. Maximize the use of environmentally responsible materials.
Each development adjacent to any trail or greenway, as identified on the Parks, Trails and
Greenway Streets Map, must set buildings and other structures well back from the walkway.
Ensure the separation between private and public space is visually and physically well-defined
(e.g. planting, low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no barriers to public access to the walkway.
TREES & PLANTING
Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC Landscape and
Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest Edition)” in specifying,
selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all trees and other plant materials.
Each development must integrate trees, including shade trees. Consider the following:
• Retain existing mature trees wherever possible. Where tree removal is unavoidable, replace
with a number, species and size of trees that creates equal value.
• Plant new trees in all employee parking and open space areas.
• Locate deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings to provide shade and minimize
unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar access and passive solar gain during
winter.
Develop and/or enhance areas of understorey vegetation using diverse, multistorey planting
which will support habitat for smaller wildlife, songbirds and important pollinators such as bees,
butterflies and dragonflies.
Tree species and other plant materials must be of high quality, suited to their purpose and
contribute to the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
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• Choose species that are successful in the urban environment, easy to maintain, are non-invasive
and suited to Queensborough’s high water table. Selected tree species should also have less
aggressive rooting habits.
• Use broadleaf deciduous tree species, wherever possible, for all shade trees including trees in
parking areas. Select species that have a minimum mature height of 15 meters (49 feet).
Plant all trees so that they will successfully become established and develop a full canopy over
time. Consider the following:
• In parking areas, plant shade trees at an approximate ratio of one tree for every five spaces.
Plant trees in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) wide continuous trench and protect trees with
bollards or tree guards.
SAFETY
Each development must provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
report outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments and buildings,
including open space.
ACCESSIBILITY
Endeavour to make all walkways, building entrances and amenities of a site accessible by people
of varying ability. Consider the following:
• Build sidewalks and walkways a minimum 1.8 metres (5.9 feet) wide with non-skid, uniform
walking surfaces.
• Locate site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating) where they will not
impede easy passage for those using a mobility device (e.g. wheelchair, scooter) or people who
are visually impaired.
• Locate parking for those with ability challenges close to building entrances.
• Use light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) in all outdoor areas. White light
facilitates better visibility.
PARKING & ACCESS

All parking associated with a development must be located and designed to reinforce a
pedestrian oriented neighbourhood character and scale. Consider the following:
• Visibly and physically separate pedestrian walkways between work areas and employee
parking areas (e.g. distinguish through grade separation, bollards, trees in tree guards, distinct
paving).
• Minimize the number of times driveways and/or internal streets cross sidewalks.
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New development must not result in an increase in the number of rail line crossings which would
result in an increase in train whistles. Remove or consolidate existing driveways, wherever
possible, to reduce the need for trains to whistle.
Provide wiring within parking areas for plug-in electric vehicles to meet Electric Vehicle Ready
requirements (i.e. Level 1 wiring for low-rise residential buildings, and Level 2 wiring for midrise residential buildings).
SIGNS
Signs must be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and materials of the
development and/or building and its surrounding context. Consider the following:
• Integrate signs into the detailing of the building (i.e. not applied as an afterthought) but
subordinate to the overall building composition.
• Make signs visible from the street without being visually obtrusive.
Design the size, location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.
• Use indirect lighting from fixtures that are integrated into the overall
design and character of the development and/or building.
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Attachment 4
Arborists Report and
the Streamside Setback Assessment
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